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The Law That Makes Us Free
Norman S. Ream

If any one day should be celebrated for the
birth of liberty in the United States, perhaps
July 4 is that day. But let us bear constantly in
mind the ideas and ideals that make us free.
To that end, I would share here the testimony
of a dear friend, Norman Ream.
Dr. Ream is former minister of First Congregational Church, Wauwatosa, Wisconsin,
and at present is a free-lance writer, residing
in Estes Park, Colorado.

Leonard E. Read

A

n old Hasidic tale relates how a certain Jew
was terribly upset when he failed to be
selected to succeed the Rabbi of his local synagogue . A friend sought to console the unhappy
man by relating the following parable:
When the king retires at night, his crown
rests on a nail fastened to the wall. Why on a
nail, a common object used by common people for common purposes, and not on the
head of a minister, especially selected for such
a distinct honor? I shall tell you why: After
awhile , with the crown on his head , the minister might take himself seriously. No such danger with a nail.

That ancient story speaks of the danger which
is always inherent in government. Those who
govern are nearly always prone to take themselves too seriously. They are tempted to believe
that because they got elected or appointed to a
high place, they somehow or other must have
been endowed with superior wisdom and insight
which entitles them to use the power, necessarily
inherent in government, to play God with other
peoples' lives. The philosophy of the Divine
Right of Kings very possibly arises from this
human propensity as well as from Paul's assertion
that "The powers that be are ordained of God."
But as Lord Acton, the English historian of the
last century, put it, "Power tends to corrupt and
absolute power corrupts absolutely."
No one knew this better, I believe, than did
those 56 men who signed the Declaration of
Independence in 1776 and those who later
drafted the Constitution for a new republic. In the
case of the former, they had experienced a king
whose power had transformed him into a despot
and they wrote in the Declaration, "A prince
whose character is thus marked by every act
which may define a tyrant, is unfit to be the ruler
of a free people."
Eleven years later, in drafting the new Constitution, the architects carefully divided the limited
powers of the federal government into three

branches, that it, too, might not become oppressive. But with power there is always the desire for
more power and those who have it will U&l.lally
find ways to get more of it.
This is not because those men and women
who are in government are necessarily any more
evil or depraved than the rest of us. It is, most of
the time, due to the very human inclination on
the part of those who possess power to fall into
the trap of believing that they deserve it.
So far as I can see, the history of all government is pretty much a history of those in power
seeking ever more power.

T

he Founding Fathers did what they thought
would curb this historical process. They carefully
delineated the powers of government and dearly
stated that all powers, not specifically granted to
the federal government, were "reserved to the
states respectively or to the people."
In other words, they tried to provide by law that
each citizen's personal freedom would be preserved intact and government would be strictly
limited in its authority. If one compares the state
of our nation today with what it was in 1787, it is
obvious that their attempt failed. Man-made law
has never yet preserved human freedom and
prevented tyranny.
But there is law which will do so. There is a
striking reference to it in the New English translation of the Bible. James wrote to his early Christian converts about "the law that makes us free."
We thought, did we not, that law limited our
freedom? But no, James insists that there is a law
which, indeed, makes us free. And what law is
that? It is the moral and spiritual law. Without the
observance of that law, mankind will never be
free nor remain free. That is the essential base,
the absolutely necessary foundation upon which
freedom rests, and it will thrive and endure on no
other.

B

ut having said that, we have not said
enough . There are men and women in our
American society who, I am convinced, sincerely
believe that, yet go on to propose governmental
actions which would contravene the very princi-

pies they would use as justification for their proposals. I can give such people no kinder designation than to say that they are misguided idealists.
Theological seminaries and Christian church
pulpits are teeming with just such misguided idealists. So also are the executive offices of many of
our large denominations. And, of course, the
executive offices of some of our large and small
corporations are not immune. All of which leads
to such activities as churches financing Sovietbacked guerrilla movements in Africa, supporting Puerto Rican terrorists, backing lobbying
movements promoting the Cuban and Vietnamese regimes, and supporting all kinds of
extremely questionable left-wing movements.
A man I once had the privilege of knowing and
who was affectionately called "Baldy," Dr. F. A
Harper, wrote a small booklet, Morals and Liberty, in which he condemned this kind of rationalism with these words:
The belief that. good ends are attainable
through evil ways is one of the most vicious
concepts of the ages. The political blueprint,
The Prince, written around the year 1500 by
Machiavelli, outlined this notorious doctrine
and for the past century it has been part and
parcel of the kit of tools used by the Marxian
communist-socialists to mislead people. Its
use, probably, is as old as the conflict between
temptation and conscience, because it affords
a seemingly rational and pleasant detour
around the inconveniences of one's conscience.
Dr. Harper could have said that such reasoning
seeks to provide a detour around the moral and
spiritual law. But there are no detours that will not
get us lost.
An indication of how this misguided idealism
dominates the thinking of many Christian leaders
was revealed by a recent survey of over 1,000
theological seminary professors in this country, in
which more than one third affirmed that "The
U.S. would be better off if it moved toward socialism:' (Wall Street Journal editorial, June 29,
1982.)
One cannot but ask which socialist country in
the world they would have us emulate. Some of
those behind the Iron Curtain, perhaps?

The true revolution of the masses in our generation, as millions of refugees attest, is the desire
for human freedom, not for the diminution of
freedom which is always the consequence of
socialism. Many religious leaders and church
bodies are not only neglecting the cause of freedom, they are often assisting those who oppose
it.

B

II

ehind and beneath all freedom lie certain
fundamental moral and spiritual principles: Thou
shalt not steal, Thou shalt not covet, Thou shalt
respect the human rights and the individual dignity of every other person.
As F. A. Harper pointed out in the same article
already cited, it is not" ... surprising to discover
that two of history's leading exponents of the welfare state concept, found it necessary to
denounce this moral code completely. Marx said,
'Religion is the opiate of the people: AnCI lenin
,.said, 'Any religious idea, any idea of a good
... is an abominably nasty thing:
"Of course, they would have to say these things
about religion . This is because the moral code of
these great religions ... strikes at the very heart
of their immoral, economic scheme."
A limited government, as conceived by the
Founding Fathers, was meant to be a friend and
protector of human rights. It was not meant to be
a benefactor of all the people, supplying their
needs and desires by taking from some by force in
order to distribute to others . When government
turns into a benevolent supplier of all human
needs and desires, it becomes our enemy,
devouring our substance and destroying our freedom.

There is, indeed, a law which governs human
freedom and that law is the moral and spiritual
law ordained by God and incorporated in the
basic religious principles of all the great religions.
What Americans have tended to lose during
the past fifty years is a proper vision of human
destiny. We have become obsessed with material
progress and affluence and that is not an adequate vision which will motivate us to become
mature beings who strive for a greater and more
meaningful life-purpose.
Until we have a proper goal and recognize the
law by which we must live if we are to attain it, we
will continue to be a "spoiled generation" suffering from a "failure of nerve" and unequal to the
tremendous challenges which life forces upon us.
The moral and spiritual law, which is the law
that makes and keeps us free, must be voluntarily
observed not only by the majority of the citizens,
but more especially by those who are elected to
positions of power. Those who rule must do so
under the "fear of God" recognizing that their
misuse of power can injure not only those whom
they rule, but eventually destroy the nation itself.
The author of the Book of Proverbs rightly
insisted that "where there is no vision the people
perish," but something more than vision is
needed. There must also be freedom in which
men and women can struggle and strive toward
the fulfillment of their vision, a vision of that time
when men shall "beat their swords into plowshares and their spears into pruning hooks,"
when "nation shall not lift up sword against
nation, neither shall they learn war anymore. But
they shall sit everyman under his vine and under
his fig tree; and none shall make them afraid ... "
(Micah 4:3,4)
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